GARRITAN INSTANT ORCHESTRA® INSTRUMENTS

INSTRUMENTS AND COMBINATIONS:

BRASS INSTRUMENTS

CHOIR INSTRUMENTS
Cathedral Orchestra 1, Cathedral Orchestra 2, Ethereal Orchestra 1, Ethereal Orchestra 2, Full Choir, Full Choir Octaves, Full Choir Show, Horrid Choir, Silvery Choir, Silvery Choir Octaves

HARPS AND HARPS EX

KEYBOARD INSTRUMENTS
Celesta, Full Organ, Harpsichord, Piano Super Light, Scary Piano FX, Spacey Piano and Orchestra

PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS
Cymbals, Cymbals Extras and FX, Deep Space Percussion, Earth Cavern Percussion, Earth Drums (3 versions), Earth Metal Percussion, Orchestra Percussion Set (2 versions), Percussion Extras, Percussion Toys, Snare and Rolls, Timpani, Timpani 2 and Rolls, Timpani FX, Timpani Rolls

PITCHED PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS
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STRING INSTRUMENTS
Full Strings (Violins, Violas, Cellos, & Basses) Alternating Bows Short Attack, Full Strings Alternating Bows Short Attack Release, Col Legno Full Strings, Double Octave Full Strings, Easy Pizzicato Strings, Easy Short Bow Strings, Easy Sustaining Strings, Easy Tremolo Strings, Full Strings Lush Sordino, Full Strings Sordino (2 versions), Full Strings Sustain (3 versions), Full Strings Sustain-Alternating Short, Full Strings Tremolo, Harmonics Double Full Strings, Harmonics Octave Full Strings, Marcato Sharp Attack (2 versions), Marcato Sharp Attack and Martele, Marcato Strings Alternating Bows, Martele Full Strings, Martele Octave Full Strings, Octave Strings, Octave Strings Largo, Pizzicato Full Strings, Pizzicato Loose Full Strings, Portato Strings, Portato Attack Strings, Portato Octave Strings, Portato Octave Attack Strings, Snap Pizzicato Full Strings, Solo Strings Octave Overlays, Solo Strings Sordino Overlays, Sordino Soft Full Strings, Strings Harmonics, Strings Harmonics Octaves, Strings Harmonics Slow, Strings Tuning and FX Looped, Trills Half-Step Full Strings, Trills Whole-Step Full Strings, Vibrato Espressivo Full Strings, Vibrato Extreme Full Strings

WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS
Clarinet Clusters, Clarinet Winds, Clarinet Winds and Attack, Easy Winds Short, Easy Sustaining Winds, Flute Clusters, Flutes & Clarinets Clusters, Full Winds, Full Winds Octaves (2 versions), Full Winds Soft Attack, Full Winds Soft Attack Octaves, Full Winds Unison, Oboe & English Horn Clusters, Octave Winds Mix (2 versions), Reedy Winds, Reedy Winds Attack (2 versions), Silvery Winds, Silvery Winds Attach (2 versions), Various Wind Clusters

EFFECTS PATCHES

MIXTURES
Baroquestra, Baroquestra 2, Delicate Orchestra, Delicate Orchestra and Harmonics, Easy Orchestra Chords Short Full, Easy Orchestra Chords Short Hit, Easy Orchestra Sustains (2 versions), Easy Orchestra Tremolos (2 versions), Easy Strings and Winds Sustains, Evolving Orchestra (2 versions), Full Orchestra, Full Orchestra Portato, Full Organ Orchestra (2 versions), Lush Full Orchestra Octaves (2 versions), Lush Orchestra Double Octave Winds, Lush Orchestra Octaves and Choir, Natural Brass and Winds, Orchestra Power Hits, Overlayer Orchestra, Slow Orchestra (4 versions), Soft Winds and Brass, Soft Winds and Brass Slow, Strings Winds Double Octaves, Supernatural Orchestra, The Big Chord, Wagner Orchestra
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BLENDING TEXTURES:
- Baroquestra – Harp Orchestra
- Big Brass Octave – Full Winds
- Brass Chaos – Brass Unison
- Choir – Wind Brass
- Clarinets – Silvery Winds
- Complete Orchestration
- Delicate Orchestra – Ethereal
- Easy Strings – Brass – Winds (2 versions)
- Easy Tremolo Strings – Brass – Winds (2 versions)
- Evolving Orchestra
- Full Strings – Full Choir
- Full Strings – Soft Winds Brass
- Full Strings Vibrato Control
- Full Strings – Winds (2 versions)
- Horrid Choir – Unison Choir
- Lush Octave Orchestra – Orchestral Overlays
- Full Octave Strings – Harmonics
- Full Octave Winds – Organic Brass
- Organic Brass – Wagner Brass
- Reedy Winds – Clarinet Winds
- Silvery Choir – Octave Choir
- Silvery Winds – Clarinets
- Silvery Winds – Reedy Winds
- Sordino Strings – Cathedral Choir
- Sordino Strings Soft – Lush
- Sordino Strings Soft – Lush Octave Orchestra
- Strings Chaos – Strings Unison
- Strings – Choir – Winds – Brass
- Strings Soft – Expressivo
- Strings Soft – Strings Vibrant
- Tremolo Strings – Winds
- Tremolo Strings – Winds – Brass
- Full Brass Unison – Octave Brass
- Vibrato Strings – Winds
- Winds Unison – Sordino Strings Overlay
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ENSEMBLE PRESETS – COMBOS AND FX:

• Becoming Grand, Big
• Control Your Chaos (4 versions)
• Drunk Orchestra, Super Drunk Orchestra
• Easiest Chord on the Planet
• Eerie Choir, Eerie Moves to Tonal
• Evolution (2 versions)
• Expressive Silk Strings
• Gentle Orchestration (3 versions)
• Ghost Ship
• Gigantic Metal Environment
• Grand Cathedral, Grandness or Darkness
• Horrid Finds Its Way (2 versions)
• Huge Orchestra and Choir
• Infinity MW
• Instant Attack, Instant Gratification, Instant Octave Hugeness
• Like A Pad
• Lots of Snares
• Many Timpani
• Mixing Winds
• Moving Full Strings, Movings Strings and Choir
• Multi Grand, Octave Orchestra Thick
• Pad Is All You Need
• Panning and MW Wowsers
• Percussion Fun (2 versions), Percussion Wow (2 versions), Pitched Percussives
• Phasing Winds Sord Blend
• Reedy Cathedral
• Short Orchestra, Short Power Orchestra Octaves, Short Power, Slow Rise Slow Fall, Soft to Loud Orchestra
• Soothing Plucks and Hammers
• Spaced Out Piano
• Super Vibrant Strings
• Traveling Cathedral Choir, Traveling Ethereal
• Tremolo Strings to Vastness
• Trill Exchange
• Unison Orchestra Soft, Unison Orchestra, Vaughan Williams, Vibrato to Full, Wonders of Blending
• Wow Lots of Noise
• Wowsers Piano Effect
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ENSEMBLE PRESETS – MOODS:

• Angels or Demons (2 versions)
• Approaching Warrior
• Baroque Court
• Big Chord Score
• Chaos Abounds
• Deep Space Exploration
• Discovering Avalon
• Discovering Vastness
• Enchanted
• Epic
• Evolution (2 versions)
• Falling Power
• Full Score (2 versions)
• Ghost Ship
• Grand Cathedral
• Grand Melody and Chords
• Grandness or Darkness
• Heavenly, I Am Dreaming
• Infinity and Beyond
• Infinity
• Instant Cartoon
• Journey Out To Sea
• Little Ones With Wings
• Lots of Noise
• Magic of a Child
• Majesty
• Otherworldly Blending
• Pitched Percussives Alternating String Bows
• Playful Sinister
• Psycho
• Red Planet
• Scary Moments
• Something Is About To Happen
• Splatty Ostinatos
• Sweeping Melodies
• The Jungle
• Unrealistic Reality
• Wonderful Evening